COMPLETE AERIAL INFORMATION
founded in 2010
Offices: Raleigh, NC (HQ) London, UK Toronto, CA Buenos Aires, Argentina
INDUSTRIES SERVED
- Farming
- Livestock
- Mining
- Oil & Gas
- Forestry
- Emergency Response
- Research
- Insurance
122 Employees
FEATURED IN
WALL STREET JOURNAL
FOST COMPANY
The Economist
FOX BUSINESS
CNN
FOCUSING ON INFORMATION

The platform is the means, not the end goal.
A BUSINESS BUILT AROUND EMPOWERING THE USER TO GET TO AN ANSWER

Capture
Manage
Analyze
React
THE GOAL

- Scalable data collection,
- Repeatable with rapid turnaround
- Easily fits into business
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL AERIAL DATA PLATFORMS

- SATELLITES
- MANNED AIRCRAFT
- DRONES
APPLICATIONS OF AERIAL DATA ANALYSIS

AGRICULTURE
+ Crop health indices
+ Plant height
+ Canopy cover
+ Weed detection
+ Season monitoring

OIL & GAS
+ Oil spill tracking
+ Pipeline monitoring
+ Environmental assessment

ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE
+ Land cover mapping
+ Carbon capping
+ Renewable energy

WATER
+ Irrigated land mapping
+ Impervious surface mapping
+ Watershed planning

DISASTER RESPONSE
+ Wildfire
+ Flooding
+ Damage assessment
+ Rapid response

FORESTRY
+ Biomass
+ Forest health
+ Disease detection

UTILITIES
+ Vegetation management
+ NERC ROW monitoring
+ Asset verification

INSURANCE
+ Crop claims assessment
+ Structural damage assessment
+ Underwriting and reinsurance validation
ANALYZE WITH THE ALGORITHM MARKETPLACE

The First Drone Data Analysis App Store
CORN PACKAGE: ALGORITHM MARKETPLACE

The First Drone Data Analysis App Store

Automated, expeditious analysis
Standardized outputs
Seasonally applied collection
COMMERCIALIZE

PROFIT
Sell your analysis solution

PARTNER
Join the Analysis Partnership Program

CUSTOMIZE
Request a custom geospatial solution
ALGORITHM MARKETPLACE

50 SCHOOLS AND COUNTING, INCLUDING:

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
NC STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA LINCOLN
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY

COMPANIES PROVIDING ANALYSIS PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

USAA
USDA
DUPONT
PIONEER
SELEX ES
A Finmeccanica Company